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Completeness of reports

Consistency with the revised template

- Majority of countries used the template
- Selected countries modified the template.
- Completeness is demanding and not every party is responding to every part
- A major problem is correct calculation of values (while definition is provided).
Report: major strategies

• comprehensive
• positive
• showing improvement over time

As expressed by reporting countries:
• take away messages
• need for action
• new targets
• including suggestion for future work and future themes
Predefined by structure of template:

1. General aspects

- National target-setting and strategies
- Public participation
- Extraordinary or country-specific issues
- Synthesis analysis on general aspects
2. Common indicators: overview and progress

- Bacteriological quality of water
- Chemical quality of water
- Health issues related to water
- Access to drinking water and sanitation
- Performance and efficiency in water management
- Synthesis analysis on common indicators
3. Targets and target dates and assessment of progress

- i – xx: summary on best practices, progress, challenges reported to each of the topics defined by the report in “Part Three”

- Synthesis analysis on target setting and implementation
4. **Overall evaluation, lessons learned and conclusions**

- Key conclusions, achievements of Protocol implementation
- Lessons learned
- Future perspectives
Current status

Work in progress

Chapter 1 + 2 completed
Chapter 3 + 4 completed till July 15th

Finalise by MOP
Review of preliminary findings

3 – b - 12
Progress and stories of success

• The current third reporting cycle is adding new data to previous reported statistics → chance to provide illustrations

Samples for maps, graphs, figures: (which are commented in the report in detail)
Review of preliminary findings

Watsan 2

E. Coli.

National trends!
Health outcome, sample: Viral Hepatitis A

Viral Hepatitis A
Maximum of yearly outbreaks reported 2011 - 2015

[Map showing the maximum of yearly outbreaks for Viral Hepatitis A in Russia and neighboring countries, with a color scale indicating the severity of outbreaks from 0 to 91.]
Review of preliminary findings

A sample story of success: Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan
Access to drinking water and sanitation

Azerbaijan
Watsan 2, E. coli.

Azerbaijan
Watsan 3
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Review of preliminary findings

A sample story of success: Azerbaijan
Progress and stories of success

- **Progress** and development visualized using tables, maps, graphs extended temporal reporting, but problematic data.

- Stories of **success** mostly **not** reported in spite of positive development reported in numeric values.
Thank you!
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